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Staying in touch
Keeping in touch with our patients is
important to us. We always want to
make sure that you are an active part of
maintaining your oral health. We love
to educate you about new or important
oral health topics. We also love to hear
any feedback you have for us.

Back to school… don’t forgetAn apple a day!
So the old saying goes, to keep the doctor away! But did you know
prevention is the best way to maintain great oral health too? Studies have
shown that gum disease is linked to heart disease. And that dental
infection impacts your whole body. Good oral health starts at home with
the program your dental hygienist discusses with you. Complement this
with regular cleanings (for many adults 6 months is too long!) and
protective fluoride treatments and sealants. Having a full set of teeth
means being able to chew food properly and prevents jaw problems.
Maintain your teeth for a lifetime by investing in crowns and implants
when necessary. Read more inside on these important topics!

Save the Date!
September 2014:

October 2014:

November 2014:

All month!

All month!

All month!

Professional
sportsguards for
only $10! Regular
price $40.

Breast Cancer
Awareness Month.
Be pink with us.

Pre-holiday food
drive. Bring your
non-perishables into
the office.

Social media is a great way to keep
informed. If you haven’t already done
so, like us on Facebook so we can share
important office and dental information
with you, and so that you can see what
exciting things are happening in the
office. Our office page is ‘860 Dental’ or
you can friend us on Facebook at
‘Eight-Sixty Dental.’
We love email too! Email us anytime at
info@860dental.ca. Many patients
prefer to book, confirm or change
appointment times via email.
Remember that we still require 48 hours
notice if you are changing appointment
times via email.
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Sports Guards Save Teeth!
No matter what your age or your sport,
protecting your teeth should always be a
priority. Use a professionally made sportsguard.

Why have a professionally made sports guard
instead of a make-at-home sports guard?
Any sport can potentially have some type of contact that could injure
the teeth and jaws. This damage is often irreversible. Jaw breaks often
require permanent screws and plates to support the jaw, and if teeth are knocked
out, usually they cannot be placed back into the jaw. Major restorative procedures such as
implants, bridges, or dentures are required to fill the space left by a missing tooth. Professionally made sports
guards offer protection to the teeth and the jaw. The benefits to having a professionally made sports guard include proper fit,
better material, and optimal protection. Color is also important to consider. Many sports teams prohibit black, red, white or
clear sports guards. Red or black sports guards may mask bleeding that may occur after an impact. And coaches cannot
easily see if players are wearing clear or white sports guards, so this makes it difficult to confirm if the player is wearing all
necessary safety equipment. A professional sports guard requires two short appointments. At the first appointment an
impression will be taken of the upper teeth. About a week later the patient can return to pick up their sports guard. The
guard should be tried on with the patient in the office to be sure it fits properly and comfortably. If it does not, it will be
adjusted or remade. Store your sports guard in the case provided to you. It should be cleaned after every use with gentle
toothbrushing. Use a different toothbrush for your sports guard than you do for your teeth. You want to keep the bristles on
your teeth-toothbrush in optimal condition, and using the brush on guards can affect the bristles. The regular price of sports
guards at 860 Dental is $40, but for September the price is ONLY $10! Color options include yellow, orange, red, blue,
green. Other colors as well as two or three tone colors are available at an extra cost.

I need a crown! What is that?
What is a crown and when is it recommended?
When a filling in a tooth extends from the front to the back of a tooth as
pictured in the two silver fillings in the top image on the right here, only the
outside walls of the actual tooth structure remain. This greatly reduces the
stability of the tooth and makes it susceptible to fractures. Every time you
bite on that tooth, there is pressure or force on the remaining outside walls
of tooth structure outwards. Eventually with enough force and a chomp
down in just the right way, the outside walls of remaining tooth can
fracture off. This creates multiple problems. First, this leaves behind almost
no real tooth structure. Second, if the tooth fractures down below the
gumline, sometimes the tooth needs to be extracted because it is not
repairable. Third, the fracture might be deep enough that it gets close to
the nerve canal, which means the tooth might require a root canal. A crown
protects the tooth structure, ensures the tooth stays very strong and stable, and prevents root
canals required due to deep fractures. During the crown procedure, approximately 1mm of enamel is removed from all around
the tooth and then an impression is taken and sent to the lab, where a custom cap or crown is designed that fits perfectly over
the prepared tooth. The shade of the crown is precisely matched to your teeth, and two weeks later you return to have your
custom crown inserted. Crowns are known for their longevity and their stability.
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What is a healthy mouth?
How do you know if your mouth is healthy? There are a few
primary indicators that your dental team uses to determine
this. You have probably had your gums ‘measured’. We are
checking for gum pockets that are 4mm or deeper. If you have
any of these, it is very difficult to keep those areas clean at
home with brushing and flossing – it’s just too deep! So
between your professional cleaning appointments, the
bacteria thrives in these deep pocket areas and destroys more
bone. The result is an even deeper pocket! This is a painless
process. You don’t ‘feel’ deep pockets, or bone loss that is
happening. So if you have pockets that are 4mm or deeper,
often your dental team will recommend that you come in
every 3-4 months to stay on top of the deep pocket areas so
they don’t get worse. Deep pockets means bone loss, and
bone is required to hold your teeth in place. With enough
bone loss, teeth become loose and eventually need to be
extracted or may even fall out on their own! Bone loss is the
number one cause of tooth loss, and it is preventable! If you
have deep pockets, our team will probably also recommend
different tools to use at home like softpiks, waterpiks,
rubbertips, or chlorhexidine. Anything you can add into your
home care routine will only help. We have all these tools
available in the office so we can demonstrate how to use them
properly.

plaque/bacteria is
not there anymore,
the blood vessels
will actually retract from
the surface of the gums, and they won’t
bleed easily anymore. This is one of the ways that we can
determine whether your home care in between appointments
has been adequate or not. So brushing and flossing intensely
right before your dental appointment doesn’t prevent us from
identify whether your mouth is healthy. If we notice bleeding
during your appointment, we may recommend that we
measure your gums to record current readings. We may also
recommend that we place an antibacterial solution around the
gums and into the deep pockets in order to help eliminate
bacteria and help the gums heal.

Another indicator we use is bleeding. Healthy oral tissue does
not bleed during toothbrushing, flossing or professional
cleanings. Your gums are smart believe it or not! To put it
simply, if gums detect plaque on the teeth and around the
gums, more blood vessels will actually start to grow close to
the surface to try and fight off the bacteria in the plaque. This
causes tissues to bleed easily due to the blood vessels at the
surface of the gums. Once the gums recognize that the

Lastly, we look at whether you have a complete set of teeth as
this affects your chewing, your jaw and all of your other teeth.
If you are missing teeth we recommend options to fill the
gaps, and if you have teeth that are weak due to old or large
fillings, we will recommend solutions. We are here to help!

Insurance Corner

Understanding insurance plans and communicating with insurance companies can be challenging! We are here to help. Many
people don’t know that they are actually eligible with their insurance company for many services that will improve their oral health.
We are happy to send estimates or call the insurance company for you to determine exactly what your coverage is for any procedure.
This allows you to be aware of your coverage amounts, and any insurance differences that you will be responsible for paying at the
time of treatment. Some insurance companies require you to verbally give our staff permission at the time of the call to speak to us.
And some companies will only send paper communication to you, not us, which becomes challenging when we are sending
estimates to put together costs and treatment plans for you. If you receive papers from
your insurance company that say “estimate” or “pre-determination” please fax,
scan/email, or mail a copy to our office so we can do our best to help you. Keep in
mind insurance companies require 1-4 weeks to process estimates. And if you ever
need any help determining what your coverage is, please ask us! We love to help!

We are happy to help you navigate your insurance plan!
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860 Dental Team Updates!
Congratulations are in order for Dr. Jason Gomes and his wife Candice! They
tied the knot in July during a beautiful ceremony. Our very own talented
baker Fiona had the honour of creating their wedding cake! We would also
welcome Dr. Linda Dang and Dr. Laura VanDamme to our amazing team of
dentists. On a sad note, our condolences go to Kara who lost her mother in
July after an extended illness.

Office Events!

We celebrated three office birthdays this summer – Fiona, Sonia
and Shella. Happy birthday to three fabulous team members! We
also had a great time getting into the soccer excitement with
dress-up days, decorations, and contests. Congratulations to our
winners! Also, congratulations to our patients that won our
summer whitening kits! Two Crest Whitestrip kits were raffled
off. Stay tuned for more exciting events at 860 Dental!

Remember to pull your car fully into the parking space and in the center of
the parking lines to leave as much space as possible in the lot for other cars!

Dr. Marilyn Gregus, Dr. Jason Gomes and Associates
860 Upper Wentworth Street
Hamilton, Ontario, L9A 4W4
www.860dental.ca, info@860dental.ca

